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Abstract
We report on electronic collective excitations in RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb) showing
condensation starting at and below ∼TN ∼ TC ∼ 40–50 K. Their origin is understood as
partial delocalized eg electron orbitals in the Jahn–Teller distortion of the pyramid dimer with
strong hybridized Mn3+–O bonds. Our local probes, Raman, infrared, and x-ray absorption,
back the conclusion that there is no structural phase transition at TN ∼ TC. Ferroelectricity is
magnetically assisted by electron localization triggering lattice polarizability by unscreening.
We have also found phonon hardening as the rare earth is sequentially replaced. This is
understood as a consequence of lanthanide contraction. It is suggested that partially f-electron
screened rare earth nuclei might be introducing a perturbation to eg electrons prone to
delocalize as the superexchange interaction takes place.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Strong fundamental interactions of complex oxides entangling
charge, spins, lattice, and orbital distortions are part of a
plethora of cooperative phenomena rich in novel properties.
Compounds developing spontaneous electric polarization
coexisting with magnetic order fall into this category.
Supporting Jahn–Teller (JT) distortions and localized carriers,
that might also order in stripes [1], they offer an attractive
example for the study of basic interactions at an only energy
scale. Congruent magnetic and lattice related phenomena
provide grounds for a better understanding on the nature

of elementary excitations emerging at magnetic–ferroelectric
phase transitions, for which there is as yet no experimental
consensus [2–6].

Ferroelectric materials have been described in the basic
perovskite structure ABO3. Below the Curie temperature
TC, they undergo a structural phase transition by which
the lattice center inversion is lost and spontaneous electric
polarization, i.e. ferroelectricity, sets in [7]. Although the
phase transition may be broadly considered as displacive or
order–disorder, more recent local structure studies suggest
that real compounds share, to different degrees, properties
belonging to both limits [8]. A characteristic hysteresis loop
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develops in the ferroelectric state under an external electric
field that mimics the magnetic susceptibility behavior in
magnetically ordered systems [7].

Materials having simultaneous electric and magnetic
order are called multiferroics. They have two order parame-
ters, spontaneous polarization (antiferroelectric, ferroelectric,
ferrielectric) and spontaneous magnetization (antiferromag-
netism, ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism), with one order
triggering the other by magnetoelectric coupling. Multifer-
roics may be grouped depending on how close their lattice
is to the perovskite structure. There are compounds with
Bi or Pb at the A site. They have two valence electrons
participating in chemical bonds through (sp)-hybridized states
such as sp2 or sp3. These valence electrons in s-orbitals are
the ‘lone pair’ electrons. The lone pair is unstable, mixing
the (ns)2 ground state and a low lying (ns)1(np)1 excited
state, thus leading the ions to break the lattice inversion
symmetry yielding ferroelectricity as in BiFeO3 [9]. In this
material the two 6s shell electrons of Bi3+ and the magnetic
Fe3+ ions, at the A and B perovskite sites respectively,
result in a compound within the framework of a ‘proper’
ferroelectric. On the other hand, those materials in which
the electric polarization develops as consequence of multiple
interactions that may include a pre-set magnetic order, are
called ’improper’ ferroelectrics. RMn2O5 (R= rare earth, Bi)
belong to this last category [11].

From annoying impurity minor phases in the preparation
of RMnO3 (R = La, Pr, Nd), and isostructural to YMn2O5,
the family of compounds RMn2O5 (R = rare earth, Bi) grew
to be the source of much research activity due to their sharing
of low temperature magnetic and ferroelectric ordering [12].

RMn2O5 (R = rare earth, Bi) are complex oxides
containing manganese ions located in distinct crystallographic
oxygen environments in a mixed valence state achieving
stabilization of the nominal high spin oxidation states Mn3+

and Mn4+ [12, 13]. They have a lattice built on infinite chains
of Mn4+O6 octahedra sharing edges linked by Mn3+O5
pyramid dimers. Bismuth and rare earth ions are in distorted
RO8 polyhedra, where Bi, unlike Pr, Sm, Gd, and Tb,
has the two valence electrons in s-orbitals configuring the
unstable lone electron pair [9, 14]. The octahedra–pyramid
interconnection generates frustration in the spin structure
since not all nearest neighbor Mn–O–Mn superexchange
interactions are satisfied [15].

The motivation of the present work is the lack of
agreement in understanding lattice order and the multiferroic
nature of RMn2O5 (R = rare earth, Bi). While x-ray
diffraction yields a centrosymmetric Pbam, Z = 4 space
group from 300 to 4 K, the appearance of an effective
antiferromagnetic order below TN ∼ 39–45 K, coexisting
with spontaneous lattice polarization (ferroelectricity) a few
degrees below TC, implies an unobserved structural change
with loss of the inversion center as in the Pb21m subgroup
of the space group Pbam [15–19]. The loss of the inversion
center results in the positions for ions Mn2, O2, O3 and O4
split into two kinds of sites [20].

The same arguments apply for phonons measured
independently in Raman and infrared spectra. These do

not show the expected change due to the hypothetical
gerade–ungerade split, meaning that infrared phonons also
become Raman active and vice versa below TN ∼ TC, pre-
dicted in the Pbam space group but absent in P21am [21, 22].
At the transition temperatures, only very few uncorrelated
and very weak new vibrational modes are detected at internal
mode frequencies. Overall, the available data points for
RMn2O5 (R = rare earth, Bi) suggest a lattice topology
described by a unique space group above and below TN ∼ TC.

We also report on temperature dependent collective
electronic excitation in the 10–90 cm−1 frequency range
in a temperature driven scenario triggering condensation at
TN ∼ TC. In addition, we found an unexpected oscillator
mass dependence for vibrational modes, suggesting that
rare earth nuclei may contribute as a perturbation source
for the electronic cloud in a charge/orbital density wave
scenario [23].

2. Experimental details

Our sample preparation follows procedures reported by
Alonso et al [14]. Stoichiometric amounts of analytical grade
R2O3 and Mn(NO3)24H2O were dissolved in citric acid. The
citrate solutions were slowly evaporated and decomposed at
temperatures up to 600 ◦C. All the organic materials were
eliminated in a subsequent treatment at 800 ◦C in air. The
samples were annealed at 1273 K either in a high oxygen
pressure atmosphere (200 bar), for (R = Pr, Sm, Gd) or in air
for (R = Tb, Bi) [12]. Our x-ray (Cu Kα) diffraction patterns
for RMn2O5 (R = Bi, rare earth) are shown in figure 1.

Temperature dependent infrared reflectivity spectra with
2 cm−1 resolution were taken with polycrystalline pellets
mounted on a cold finger of a home-made cryostat in a FT-IR
Bruker 113v interferometer. A gold mirror was used as the
100% reference.

Raman scattering spectra were excited with the 514.5 nm
laser line from an Ar+ laser, with power of ∼12 mW focused
in a spot of ∼100 µm diameter in a near back-scattering
configuration. The scattered light was analyzed by a Jobin-
Yvon triple grating spectrometer equipped with a LN2-cooled
CCD detector. The samples were mounted on the cold finger
of a closed-cycle He refrigerator. All measurements were
taken during heating runs.

We complemented those techniques with transmission-
x-ray absorption measurements done at the D04B-XAFS2
beamline in the Brazilian Laboratory for Synchrotron Light
(LNLS), adding local structural information on the long range
averaging view of x-ray diffraction [12–14].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Spin–phonon interactions

Early Raman scattering showed the presence of strong phonon
modulation of the Mn–O–Mn magnetic superexchange
electron correlations well above the magnetic ordering
temperature at TN [22, 24].
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Figure 1. X-ray (Cu Kα) diffraction patterns for RMn2O5 (R = Bi,
rare earth).

Raman band splits also hinted at a lower than expected
lattice symmetry when the spectra of lighter lanthanide
compounds were compared against those of heavier and Bi
counterparts. Figures 2 and 3 show some new results in
agreement with those findings.

The onset of the magnetoelastic effect on infrared active
vibrational modes below T∗ ∼ 65 K is also shown in figure 4,
where the temperature dependence of the internal stretching
and bending phonon bands is found to have a turning point.
At ∼TN the oscillator strength equation (6) (see below)
diminishes as the samples cool down. This effect is better
defined in BiMn2O5 [25], and shows that the displacement
patterns modulating Mn–O–Mn [26] are common to infrared
and Raman spectra. As pointed by Garcı́a-Flores et al [22, 24],
magnetic correlations couple to phonon frequencies through
the superexchange integral associated with modulation of

the Mn–O–Mn bonding angles and/or Mn–O stretching
vibrations. It is also in agreement with results for DyMn2O5,
reflecting the strong spin–lattice coupling dynamics above the
magnetic ordering temperature [27].

3.2. Debye–Waller factors

Hints of lower lattice symmetry for rare earth heavier ions
were corroborated by our study on the Bi first oxygen shell
Debye–Waller factors.

Debye–Waller factors are shell dependent factors that
are most sensitive to modes contributing to radial motions,
basically depending only on the local vibrational structure. We
studied nearest neighbor bismuth–oxygen pairs conforming to
the asymmetric BiO8 polyhedra to obtain information about
the relative motion of atomic pairs in an analysis of extended
x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra. The mean
square variation in bond lengths is a quantity that has two
components, one arising from the thermal vibrations and
another from temperature dependent structural disorder [28].

We worked in the harmonic approximation, a single
frequency Einstein approximation, not taking into account
contributions from low structural disorder and dynamical
effects due to ion motions. Then, the Debye–Waller factor
applied to the Bi–O atomic pair reduces to

σ 2(T) = σ 2
0 +

(
h̄2

2µkBθE

)
coth

(
θE

2T

)
(1)

where σ 2
0 is the static contribution and θE is the so-called

Einstein temperature for the ion pair with reduced mass µ.
θE is the fitting parameter for the experimental data [28].

Its temperature dependence within that approximation
shows no anomalies with distance distribution at about TN ∼

39 K or elsewhere, showing that to achieve an acceptable fit to
the experimental data it is only necessary to invoke one space
group, in our case the orthorhombic Pbam [29]. Therefore,
within our resolution (∼0.01 Å), we could not identify any
structural transition.

It does, however, establish the existence of two sets of
Bi–O bonds. This is shown in figure 5 for the first bismuth
coordination shell with two Einstein temperatures, θE1 =

294± 7 K, for the four ions and θE2 = 462± 28 K for the rest
of the eight Bi–O bonds. Moreover, the relatively low values
for θE also suggest that the polyhedra configuring the Bi–O
first shell are not as rigid as Mn sublattices where θE ranges
∼700 K [29].

These results also corroborate earlier measurements by
Tyson et al [30] for Tb in TbMn2O5, which found an
anomalous Tb–O bond distribution that resolved into two
peaks below ∼180 K, denoting inequivalent Tb sites away
from the Pbam structure. This is an important departure from
the results measured with diffraction patterns since it implies
a lower symmetry space group than the fitted Pbam.

3.3. Far infrared reflectivity

Figures 6 and 7 show the near normal infrared reflectivity
of RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Gd, Sm, Tb) from 300 to 4 K
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of the ∼200 cm−1 vibrational band in RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Eu, Bi) at 300 and 12 K. These suggest that
replacements of lighter by heavier ions yields a lower space group symmetry even at 300 K. Note that in every case there is no change in the
number of bands measured between 300 and 12 K.

Figure 3. Temperature dependent Raman active PrMn2O5 phonons showing the effects of strong phonon modulation on the Mn–O–Mn
magnetic superexchange electron correlations well above the magnetic ordering temperature at TN.

in the 10–800 cm−1 frequency range. Lower frequency
vibrational modes below ∼250 cm−1 correspond to the
rare earth beating against polyhedra, while internal modes,
antisymmetric stretching, bending and symmetric breathing
modes are between ∼250 cm−1 and ∼600 cm−1 and
∼600 cm−1 and ∼770 cm−1, respectively [27, 31]. The
spectra show again that there are no substantial changes in the
phonon profiles denoting a possible structural modification
when phonon cooling and hardening take place.

In addition, a featureless band much stronger than any
phonon structure appears below 100 cm−1. Centered at
∼30 cm−1, it is weakly temperature dependent down to
∼TN ∼ TC, where it shows a smooth transition. We take it to
originate from a collective electronic contribution. Its energy
position and profile, and the absence of Raman activity in
that frequency range, rule out possible contributions of rattling
modes.
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Figure 4. Vibrational bands for internal modes of PrMn2O5 and BiMn2O5 as a function of temperature showing the effect of magnetism in
changes of the relative intensities (oscillator strengths) at and above the ordering temperatures. The continuous line on the top of the bands
is a representation of the temperature dependence of the calculated oscillator strength (equation (6), see text).

Figure 5. Temperature dependent Debye–Waller factors for BiMn2O5 showing two non-equivalent bond distances for Bi nearest neighbors
in the BiO8 sublattice cage. The right panel shows the two sets of Bi–O bonds in the BiMn2O5 lattice.

Figure 8 contrasts the overall spectra of GdMn2O5

against those of BiMn2O5 at 300 and 4 K. The smooth
low frequency band against the discrete phonon spectrum
is highlighted with circles. In BiMn2O5, the electronic
configuration of Bi tends to further stabilize the lattice as
the stereochemical activity of the Bi 6s lone pairs occurs on
the orbitals [32]. This effect reduces that feature to a broad

background on which, infrared spectroscopy being an additive
technique, phonon profiles are delineated.

The temperature dependent detail of the low frequency
reflectivities for PrMn2O5, GdMn2O5, SmMn2O5 and
TbMn2O5 is shown in figure 9. We note that even if it
seems to be rare earth dependent, the overall behavior
is preserved showing lower temperature condensation, and
thus electron localization. At about TN, but at a slightly
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Figure 6. Temperature dependent near normal reflectivity of
RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Sm) shown in increments of 10 K from 4 to 80 K
and in increments of 20 K from 80 to 300 K. Rectangles highlight
the low frequency phase-like mode. For better viewing the spectra
have been displaced vertically.

higher temperature, the band becomes less intense and its
profile significantly broadens as if a random uncorrelated
charge–spin reordering were taking place. A few degrees
further below, the band hardens at the onset of a spin pinned
charge density wave, perhaps also denoting an incipient spin
density wave. The small temperature range for the relatively
weak band condensing below TN prevents us from giving
a more quantitative comparison with similar phenomena
reported in R1−xSr1+xMnO4 (R = Nd and La) [33] and for
LaSrMnO3 [34]. Nevertheless, and since there is not yet a
neutron data counterpart for our compounds, we may extend
the discussion in terms of the conclusions drawn by Pailhes
et al [35] for inelastic neutron scattering measurements in
YMnO3. It was found that at low frequencies hybridization
takes place due to the mixing of spin waves and phonons.
These are well defined zone center features interpreted as
multiferroic Goldstone modes. Spin gaps were measured at
2.2 and 5 meV [35]. Very recently, we found that those bands
match our lower frequency reflectivity for RMnO3 (R = rare
earth) [36]. Accordingly, here we propose that in RMn2O5

(R = Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb, Bi), a similar phenomenon is taking
place at and below TN ∼ TC. This would involve dislocated,
d-orbital eg electrons being infrared active by dynamical
multiferroic coupling. The mode emerging below the ordering
transitions, shown in the insets of figure 9, corresponds to this
picture.

Figure 7. Temperature dependent near normal reflectivity of
RMn2O5 (R = Gd, Tb) shown in increments of 10 K from 4 to 80 K
and in increments of 20 K from 80 to 300 K. Rectangles highlight
the low frequency phase-like mode. For better viewing the spectra
have been displaced vertically.

Figure 8. Near normal infrared reflectivity of GdMn2O5 and
BiMn2O5 at 4 and 300 K. Circles highlight the smooth profile of the
low frequency phase-like mode against the discrete phonon
spectrum in BiMn2O5.

As RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb) are insulators, the
smooth low frequency band may be simulated above ∼TN ∼

TC by one dipole. A second one was added to reproduce the
partial condensation below transition temperatures.
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Figure 9. Near normal reflectivity detail of the temperature dependent phase-like mode in RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb). The insets show
the same spectra vertically displaced. To ensure reproducibility, some of these measurements were also thermally cycled around ∼TN ∼ TC.

The dielectric function, ε(ω) [37], above ∼TN ∼ TC is
then given by

ε(ω) = ε1(ω)− iε2(ω) = ε∞
(ω2

LO − ω
2
+ iγLOω)

(ω2
TO − ω

2 + iγTOω)
(2)

where ε∞ is the high frequency dielectric function; ωTO and
ωLO = ω‘phase−like mode’ are the transverse and longitudinal
optical frequencies, and γTO and γLOt are their dampings,
respectively.

The real (ε1(ω)) and imaginary (ε2(ω)) parts (complex
permittivity, ε∗(ω)) of the dielectric function are then
estimated with fits to the data collected in reflectivity
measurements using the reflectivity R given by:

R(ω) =

∣∣∣∣∣
√
ε∗(ω)− 1
√
ε∗(ω)+ 1

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3)

This procedure allows us to ascertain the real part of
the temperature dependent optical conductivity, σ1(ω),
proportional the absorption coefficient [38],

σ1(ω) =
ωε2

4π
, (4)

with maxima at transverse optical frequencies.
The detection of an associated field to longitudinal optical

frequencies in near normal reflectivity measurements is a clue
to band peaking in the energy loss function:

Im
(

1
ε1(ω)+ iε2(ω)

)
. (5)

This is verified by angle dependent reflectivity measure-
ments [39].

In addition, we also calculated the strength Sj of the jth
oscillator (figure 4) as

Sj = ω
−2
jTO

(
∏

k ω
2
kLO − ω

2
jTO)

(
∏

k 6=j ω
2
kTO − ω

2
jTO)

. (6)

Our results for the optical conductivity and the
energy loss of PrMn2O5 at low frequencies are shown in
figure 10. They are representative of all our rare earth
samples. The temperature dependence of optical conductivity
(i.e. transverse excitations) (figure 10(a)) has the same
behavior as reported in absorption measurements by Sushkov
et al [40] and Golovenchits and Sanina (figure 5) [41] in
RMn2O5 (R= rare earth). It also reproduces the same phonon
soft mode hardening when the sample is cooled, as pointed out
by Shuvaev et al [42] in simpler manganites.

The energy loss spectrum, figure 10(b), peaking at
the longitudinal optical frequency undergoes a small
softening and narrowing as a consequence of the limited
number of electrons experiencing condensation as the
material goes through the transition temperatures into the
antiferromagnetic–ferroelectric phase.

3.4. Rare earth lattice distortion

The vibrational dependence of rare earths is quantitatively
related to a particular property of the internal mode
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Figure 10. (a) Optical conductivity and (b) energy loss function for the phase-like mode in PrMn2O5. The inset shows the optical
conductivity displaced vertically.

Figure 11. Frequency shifts due to lanthanide contraction in
RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb) of the symmetric stretching modes
at 300 and 4 K. Inset: Raman spectra of the phonon rare earth
dependence at 12 K. For comparison the band corresponding to
BiMn2O5 is also shown in both sets of measurements.

frequencies. As shown in figure 11 for symmetric stretching
modes, as the number of electrons in the f shell increases
there is an overall hardening of phonon frequencies. This is
contrary to what may intuitively be expected from the classical
oscillator mass dependence as found for the corresponding
bands in the spectra of BiMn2O5, also shown in figure 11.

We interpret this effect as being due to lanthanide
contraction, i.e. as a consequence of the partial screening
of f-electrons, 6s-electrons are attracted toward the nucleus
decreasing the ionic radius, and consequently stiffening the
bonds making the cage and altering the lattice constant

systematically [13]. Covalence varies and points to an
indirect but first order rare earth dependence of the Mn–O
hybridization, because RO8 cage distortions depend on the
rare earth, thus triggering an overall perturbation on nearest
neighbor orbitals. Being a structural change, it is easily
followed by infrared spectroscopy at all temperatures and is
independently verified by Raman scattering (figure 11, inset).

3.5. Discussion

Our far infrared reflectivities (figure 9) suggest activated
electric dipoles in the millielectronvolt range of the same
nature as those reported by Han et al [43] in the
paraelectric phase of RMn2O5 (R = Tb, Dy, Er) for complex
dielectric permittivity using impedance measurements at
100 Hz–1 MHz. They concluded that the thermally activated
dipoles were the product of an intrinsic bulk process not
involved in magnetically related interactions.

The scenario prompted by our measurements is
reminiscent of the collective nature of eg carriers in
colossal magnetoresistance materials and is within the
context of charge density waves (CDW) already known in
doped manganites. In these systems there is a definitive
manifestation of strong electron–lattice coupling creating
polaronic carriers, charge hopping, a dynamic Jahn–Teller
effect, and an antiferromagnetic background that localizes
charges at T < TN and may lead to regular electronic
patterns [1, 44]. In La1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.5, 0.67) the
Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) relation for an optical
gap 21(T) opened at T = T0 seems to hold if a ratio
(21(T0)/kBTC) ∼ 5 is allowed [45].

That implies optical detection of a CDW phase mode
and a CDW amplitude mode [46]. The Raman active
amplitude mode (CDW position dependent), a soft-phonon-
like mode [47, 48] and the far infrared active phase mode
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(CDW time dependent), resulting from an electronic cloud
beating against the positive background, are paradigmatic
excitations of quasi-one-dimensional metals such as blue
bronzes M0.3MoO3 (M = K, Rb) [49].

A BCS-type temperature dependence for the gap was
also found by Katsufuji et al [50] in La1.67Sr0.33NiO4.
Here the ratio 21(0)/KBTCO ∼ 13 is understood as
indicative of unaccounted for electron–electron interactions
or fluctuations arising from low dimensionality. This is
known for polar manganites, where electrons tend to
delocalize in lower dimensional layered structures with strong
electron–phonon interactions localizing charge and leading to
lattice polarons [51].

However, having verified the absence in RMn2O5
(R = rare earth, Bi) of a low frequency Raman excitation
in the temperature range 20–300 K, there is need when
discussing collective excitations for a broader approach
than the BCS single particle excitation across a gap.
Keeping a ratio of ∼20 for a gap as in TbMn2O5 of
∼1.4 eV [52] yields an unrealistically high temperature below
which a hypothetical electron quasi-ordered pattern might be
triggered.

In RMn2O5 (R = rare earth) we are only bound by
the detection of a net giant electric dipole created by a
fluctuating electronic cloud like a BCS phase mode. The
materialization of this electronic cloud interacting as a balance
to lattice restoring forces would be the only similarity to
the original idea proposed by Fröhlich [53] for a collective
mode as consequence of Peierls lattice distortion [54]. On
the other hand, as pointed out by Blawid and Millis [55],
an extremely large electron–phonon interaction can maintain
that picture if localized carriers are considered as polarons,
with a large activation gap. This results in a large gap to
ordering temperature ratio, and is also consistent with no high
temperature metal phase being detected above it.

A source of polaron formation in our compounds is the
Mn2O10 Jahn–Teller dimer distortion. The collective band
(figure 9) is coincident with Mn3+ pyramid 3d superexchange
interactions and bond–charge fluctuations in a distorted
Mn2O10 complex, where electrons are strongly trapped within
Mn sites [56]. This picture also helps to explain the origin
of a low energy excitation contribution reported for the
near constant thermal expansion coefficient of BiMn2O5 [25]
and the large thermal dependence of Tb–O distances in
TbMn2O5 [30].

The emerging result is thought to be consequence
of competition between the tendency of electrons to
delocalize in RMn2O5 (R = rare earth) and the increase
in the charge–lattice interaction, assisted below TN by the
underlying antiferromagnetic order [57, 58]. This is also
coincident with the remarkable interrelationship between
magnetic and electric polarization properties of the millimeter
wave dielectric constant found by Hur et al [18]. The
magnetically assisted condensation may be the reason why
the antiferromagnetic ordering is found always few degrees
above the ferroelectric transition. Mn3+ eg electrons, as is
already known for simpler octahedral Mn3+ manganites [44,
59], will be linked to Jahn–Teller lattice distortions. Polaron

fluctuations and condensation at TN may be interpreted as
originating in the Jahn–Teller coupled charge density wave,
allowing the detection of an spin density wave below TN by
hybridization. Dislocated d-orbital eg electrons, that might
also be partially spin correlated in the paramagnetic phase,
condense in spin wave modes coupled to small atomic
displacements, yielding spin–lattice hybrid as measured in
YMnO3 [35, 59]. These excitations are detected in the infrared
at low frequencies due to complex dynamical multiferroic
couplings. Strong Mn–O hybridization is required for spin
configuration inducing charge redistribution [52]. This is also
supported by oxygen spin polarization measurements at the
onset of ferroelectricity, denoting oxygen sites hybridized
with Mn3+ off-center ions [60].

No substantial changes in crystallographic data are
expected when passing TN ∼ TC, and, thus, in the number
of phonons detected. The quenched Jahn–Teller orbital in the
dimer will locally unveil uncorrelated very weak new internal
vibrational modes at low temperatures that will also correlate
to the small shifts in the Mn3+ lattice position as measured
by neutron diffraction [61]. The net weak lattice polarization
(ferroelectricity) at∼TC would then be a natural consequence.

Summarizing, we report on a far infrared collective
phase-like mode and on the origin of the multiferroic phase
in RMn2O5 (R = Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb, Bi). The deformation of the
pyramid sublattice is tied in to the absence of an inversion
center in the lower temperature unscreened situation,
allowing detection of weak spontaneous lattice polarization
(ferroelectricity). This is due to electron condensation taking
place in the system assisted by the magnetic ordering in
an already higher temperature non-centrosymmetric space
group. At TN and below, there are no substantial changes
in crystallographic data described by an x-ray effective
Pbam space group, and accordingly no change in the
number of phonons measured across∼TN ∼ TC. As RMn2O5
(R= rare earth, Bi) is structurally close to a layered topology,
strong localized and correlated polarons, as suggested by
the ∼0.4 eV tail in the TbMn2O5 reported optical gap of
∼1.4 eV [52], could play a significant role. Conclusions
from recent calculations on the structure and ferroelectric
polarization of TbMn2O5 support the view of a charge/orbital
ordered ground state driven by the octahedra and pyramids
where the main role in the polarization is due to Mn3+ ions in
the pyramids. It also points to the magnetic structure assisting
the lattice polarization (ferroelectricity) in agreement with our
proposition [62].

Lanthanide contraction causes phonon hardening as
the number of f-electrons increases and may introduce a
systematic orbital perturbation.
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